I study two-flavor staggered chiral perturbation theory in the light pseudoscalar sector. The pion mass and decay constant are calculated through NLO in the partially-quenched case. In the limit where the strange quark mass is large compared to the light quark masses and the taste splittings, I show that the SU(2) staggered chiral theory emerges from the SU(3) staggered chiral theory, as expected. Explicit relations between SU(2) and SU(3) low energy constants and taste-violating parameters are given. The results are useful for SU(2) chiral fits to asqtad data and allow one to incorporate effects from varying strange quark masses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chiral perturbation theory ( χ PT) [1] [2] [3] has proved to be a very important tool for lattice QCD simulations. By using χ PT, one can extrapolate physical quantities to physical light quark masses as well as getting information on low energy constants (LECs) in the chiral theory. Nowadays many lattice simulations use 2+1 flavor dynamical quarks, and SU(3) χ PT is often used for the chiral analysis. However, SU(2) χ PT is of interest for the following reasons:
• The strange quark mass in lattice simulations is usually very close to its physical value, while light quark masses are significantly smaller. Hence we expect that SU(2) χ PT converges faster than SU(3) χ PT and serves as a better approximation.
• By fitting lattice data to SU(2) χ PT formulae, one can extract information about SU(2) LECs directly and compare them with results from phenomenological analysis.
• By comparing results from SU(2) and SU(3) chiral fits, we can study the systematic errors resulting from the truncations of each version of χ PT.
The use of SU(2) χ PT for chiral fits to data from three-flavor simulations has been advocated by several groups recently [4, 5] ; see also the review by Lellouch [6] and references therein.
For lattice QCD formulated with (rooted) staggered fermions, rooted staggered chiral perturbation theory (rS χ PT) [7] [8] [9] [10] is the corresponding effective field theory (EFT), which incorporates taste-violating effects systematically. The partially-quenched version, PQ-rS χ PT, was used by the MILC collaboration in the SU(3) chiral analysis of lattice data generated with 2+1 asqtad fermions. This was done at NLO systematically by using 1-loop chiral logarithms from SU(3) PQ-rS χ PT plus higher order analytic terms [11] . Recently, a systematic NNLO analysis [12] was performed with continuum NNLO chiral logarithms. Results from this work give strong evidence for the validity of of rS χ PT as the EFT for QCD formulated with rooted staggered quarks.
In order to perform the corresponding analysis in the SU(2) case, one needs to calculate the 1-loop formulae for pseudoscalar meson masses and decay constants in two-flavor PQrS χ PT. In addition, it is important to check that the presence of taste violations and rooting do not interfere with the decoupling of the strange quark as its mass is increased, allowing the SU(2) chiral theory to emerge from the SU(3) theory. This is a check on a technical step in the argument of Ref. [9] that rS χ PT is the correct effective chiral theory for rooted staggered quarks. Finally, it is useful to relate the LECs in the two-flavor and three-flavor cases, and to find the scale dependence of the LECs in both cases, thereby checking their consistency. These calculations are presented below.
II. TWO-FLAVOR PARTIALLY-QUENCHED rS χ PT A. Brief review of S χ PT
The key point of S χ PT is to incorporate systematically the taste-violating effects at finite lattice spacing in the chiral perturbation theory for staggered fermions. The idea of how to develop χ PT including scaling violations is due to Sharpe and Singleton [13] , and was first applied to staggered quarks by Lee and Sharpe [8] .
Basically, S χ PT is constructed through two steps. First, one writes down the continuum Symanzik Effection Theory (SET) for staggered fermions. The taste-violating four-quark operators appear at O(a 2 ) in the SET. The coefficient of each of these operators also depends on the coupling constant α s , and it varies with different staggered actions used in simulations.
Specifically, for unimproved staggered action, these operators appear at O(α s a 2 ), while for asqtad improved action, these operators appear at O(α 2 s a 2 ) [11] . For Highly Improved Staggered Quarks (HISQ), these operators also appear at O(α 2 s a 2 ) but with smaller coefficients than for asqtad quarks [14, 15] . In the second step, one maps operators in the SET to terms in the chiral Lagrangian using spurion analysis. The taste-violating four quark operators are mapped into the taste-breaking potential in the chiral Lagrangian. In the two-flavor case, these two steps can be done in the same manner as those in the three-flavor case given by
Refs. [7] . The final form of the two-flavor chiral Lagrangian looks exactly the same as the three-flavor Lagrangian except that the chiral field Φ takes its definition in the two-flavor case.
For the purposes of constructing the chiral theory, the SET is taken as "given". We do not need to consider the issues of additive and multiplicative renormalizations that one would need to face in defining finite higher dimensional operators in perturbation theory. All we need to know are the symmetry properties of staggered fermions, which determine what operators can appear. Note further that the lattice spacing a is not a cutoff for the chiral theory, which will in practice be cut off using dimensional regularization. Instead a serves to parameterize symmetry breaking in the chiral theory, and plays a role closely analogous to that of the light quark masses. corrections to old operators. That way, we satisfy the requirement that all LECs in S χ PT are a 2 independent, just as they are independent of the light quark masses.
B. Two-flavor PQ-S χ PT at LO
In S χ PT the theory becomes a joint expansion about the chiral and continuum limits.
The effective Lagrangian was worked out for the single flavor case in Ref. [8] , and later generalized to multi-flavor case in Ref. [7] . In Refs. [9, 10] , it was shown that the replica method introduced for this problem in Ref. [16] is a valid method for taking rooting into account. The partial quenching can be treated either by the graded symmetry method [17, 18] , or by the replica method [19] . Here, for simplicity, I use the replica method for both the rooting and the partial quenching. I take n ′ r copies of each valence quark (x,y), and n r copies of each flavor of sea quark (u,d). The chiral symmetry group is SU(8(n 
where each entry is a 4 × 4 matrix in taste space with, for example,
, and D are the mesons made from xx, yȳ, uū, and dd quarks respectively. P + is a charged valence meson made from xȳ and π + is the charged sea meson made from ud. The hermitian generators T a are defined to be:
The lowest order (O(p 2 , m q , a 2 )) Euclidean Lagrangian is:
where Σ = exp(iΦ/f ) and χ is a 8(n
with I the 4 × 4 identity matrix in taste space. The covariant derivative D µ in Eq. (3) is defined by
where l µ and r µ are the left and right-handed currents respectively. Throughout this paper, I
alway use the superscript or subscript "(2)" to indicate parameters in the two-flavor theory.
The taste-breaking potential V = U + U ′ is defined by:
where ξ
is the product of ξ 5 in taste space with the identity matrix in flavor and replica space, and similarly for ξ
µν . Due to the anomaly, the SU(8(n ′ r + n r )) singlet receives a large contribution to its mass (∝ m 0 ), and thus does not play a dynamical role. Integrating out this singlet is equivalent to keeping the singlet explicitly in the Lagrangian (the third term in L (2) ), and taking m 0 → ∞ at the end of the calculation [20] . Here, the m 2 0 term is normalized so that for the hairpin diagram between two flavor-neutral taste singlet mesons, each composed of a single species, the vertex is
, independent of the number of flavors. For the two-flavor S χ PT with n r replicas for each sea quark, the mass matrix for flavor-neutral taste singlet mesons takes the
where every non-diagonal element is δ ′ ≡ 
Generally, if there are N f flavors of sea quarks, the result will be
C. Two-flavor PQ-rS χ PT at NLO At NLO, the two-flavor PQ-rS χ PT Lagrangian has two parts:
, which are of the same form as operators in two-
. It contains all NLO taste-violating terms for staggered fermions [21] .
The most general continuum NLO Lagrangian L (4) cont in Euclidean space can be written as:
It is written in this form so that the bare coefficients l 0 i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 7) have the same values as the corresponding l i with the standard definitions [3] in the two-flavor full QCD limit.
The parameters p This set of LECs can be related to the LECs used by Bijnens and Lähde [22] through:
10 , l
The general form of L
) is given in Ref. [21] . Examples of operators in L
t-v that contribute here are:
(with p.c. indicating parity conjugate) where the first operator contributes both to pseudoGoldstone masses and decay constants at NLO, and the second one only contributes to the pseudo-Goldstone masses at NLO. From this, it is clear that the taste-violating analytic contributions to decay constants and masses at NLO are independent. We do not need any further details from Ref. [21] here, since it is not currently useful to relate the NLO analytic taste-violating contributions to parameters in the Lagrangian.
D. Rooting and partial quenching
In the continuum limit, there are four degenerate taste species for each quark flavor.
We obtain physical results in rS χ PT by taking the fourth root of each fermion determinant, which is known as the fourth root procedure. Although it has been shown that this procedure produces, non-perturbatively, violations of locality at non-zero lattice spacing [23] , work over the last few years indicates that locality and universality are restored in the continuum limit of the lattice theory [24, 25] , and that rS χ PT is the correct chiral effective theory [9, 10] , thereby reproducing continuum χ PT in the a → 0 limit. For a recent review of the fourthroot procedure see Ref. [26] and references therein.
For calculations in rS χ PT, the fourth-root is taken by letting n r → 1 4 at the end of the calculation [9, 10] . Similarly, virtual loops associated with the valence quarks are eliminated by taking n ′ r → 0 [19] .
III. PION MASS AND DECAY CONSTANT
Following the procedures in Ref. [7] , 
where Λ is the scale introduced in the dimensional regularization, and all the scale factors are written explicitly. Here, R ǫ is defined to be:
where γ = −Γ ′ (1) is Euler's constant. In Eqs. (14) and (15) The residue functions R and D are defined as in the SU(3) case [7] :
where the prime on the product means that l = j is omitted. The denominator mass-set arguments in Eqs. (17) and (18) are defined by:
The numerator mass-set arguments for taste Ξ are always {µ Ξ } ≡ {m U Ξ }. We show the masses explicitly here:
where ∆ Using the identities of residue functions listed in the second paper of Ref. [7] :
and ignoring terms vanishing at order ǫ or higher as ǫ → 0 , one can simplify Eqs. (14) and (15) to:
where
is the average taste splitting in the two-flavor case. The chiral logarithm functions l andl in Eqs. (27) and (28) are given by [7] :
Finite volume corrections at NLO may be incorporated by adjusting l(m 2 ) andl(m 2 ) as in
Ref. [7, 27] .
Recall that in continuum SU (2) 
where R ǫ has the same definition as above, and l i and h i are renormalized coefficients (which often appear as l r i and h r i in literature). For SU(2) χ PT, the values of γ i and δ i are listed in Ref. [3] . For the general case in SU(N) χ PT, similar results can be found in Ref. [28] . In Eqs. (32) and (33) 
This renormalization procedure can be applied in SU(2) rS χ PT in the same way. The only difference is that, at each order of chiral expansion, there are additional taste-violating terms. The presence of these terms in effective field theory reflects the fact that the continuum SU(4) taste symmetry is broken by finite lattice spacing effects. In the two-flavor case, the full chiral symmetry SU L (8) × SU R (8) is broken both by taste-violating terms and by the usual mass terms. Effectively, the taste-violating terms are acting just like the mass terms, and they can be treated in the same way once the power counting scheme is specified.
In practice, we use the power counting rule p 2 ∼ m q ∼ a 2 in SU(2) rS χ PT [7, 26] . As a result, the LO contribution for a physical quantity is at O(p 2 ), O(m q ) and O(a 2 ), coming from the terms in Eq. (3). At NLO, the one-loop graphs built from LO vertices will gener-
Eq. (10) is the most general Lagrangian in the same order which satisfies all the symmetries of staggered quarks. Indeed, all possible terms in this Lagrangian are found by treating mass terms and taste-violating terms in the same footing, using a spurion analysis [26] .
Since the staggered symmetries (a subset of SU L (8) × SU R (8) in the two-flavor case) are not violated by dimensional regularization, it is possible to absorb all the one-loop divergences by renormalization of the NLO LECs in L
cont and NLO taste-violating parameters in L (4) t-v . This is indeed the case in current calculations of the pseudo-Goldstone pion mass and decay constant. However, since I am only concentrating on these two physical quantities, I can only derive the renormalization conditions for certain linear combinations of LECs and taste-violating parameters. Since valence quark masses m x , m y , sea quark mass m l and lattice spacing a 2 each can vary independently, one can collect the coefficients for each term separately and obtain the following renormalizations:
Again, the renormalized coupling constants in SU(2) S χ PT are scale dependent. They should change with the scale Λ in such a way that the bare coefficients are scale independent. It is easily seen from Eqs. (35)-(40) that, under a change in the chiral scale Λ to Λ ′ , the LECs change by:
After the renormalizations in Eq. (35) through Eq. (40), the pion mass and decay constant can be written in terms of renormalized LECs and taste-violating parameters:
Now that we have the results for the pion mass and decay constant to NLO in SU (2) PQ-rS χ PT, we can study the relations of the LECs and taste-violating parameters between the two-flavor and the three-flavor cases. This can be done by comparing formulae for physical quantities in SU(2) theory and the corresponding formulae in SU(3) theory, in the case where the light quark masses and taste splittings are much smaller than the strange quark mass, i.e.,
For small ǫ, we expect the SU(2) theory to be generated from the SU(3) one as in Ref. [2] .
Since, at NLO in SU(3) χ PT, there are terms which go like µms (4πf ) 2 times logarithms, we will in general need to expand to O(ǫ) to pick up all terms that appear at NLO in SU(2) χ PT, such 
By comparing with Eq. (20), we conclude that at LO, for each taste index B, we have
On the other hand, the mass of η V , the lighter of the two flavor-neutral, taste-vector mesons that mix in the SU(3) rS χ PT is: 
Comparing Eq. (23) and Eq. (54), we find that, at LO in rS χ PT,
where corrections of O(
) generate NLO effects in SU (2) 
If we expand the NLO SU(3) formulae for m 2 π and f π in Ref. [7] in powers of ǫ, we find that the three-flavor formulae reproduce the form of the two-flavor formulae, as expected. LECs up to NLO. I find:
where 
I .
Eqs. (61) and (62) are the same as the equations in the full QCD continuum case [2] . Eqs. The renormalizations ofL 2) are complicated and involve the taste-splitting terms ∆ I and ∆ av . It is more convenient to redefineL
After these redefinitions, L ′′ (2) will become independent of chiral scale, and L ′ (2) is renormalized according to:
The renormalizations of other LECs remain unchanged.
After these redefinitions, the new L ′′ (2) and L ′ (2) are related to the corresponding SU(3) quantities L ′′ and L ′ by:
Using the standard scale renormalization of the L i [2] , 
it is easy to check that the factors in square parenthesis in Eqs. (71) and (72) 
IV. REMARKS AND CONCLUSION
I calculated the pseudo-Goldstone pion mass and decay constant to NLO in two-flavor PQ-rS χ PT using the replica method. I also checked that SU(2) rS χ PT emerges from SU (3) rS χ PT in the limit µms ≪ 1, as assumed in Ref. [9] . Finally, I derived the relations for the LECs and taste-violating parameters between the two-flavor and threeflavor cases. Some of the formulae here (Eqs. (47) and (48)) are used for the SU(2) chiral fits to MILC data [29] .
At the present stage, we have MILC data for the light pseudoscalar mass and decay constant at five lattice spacings from 0.15 fm to 0.045 fm, generated with 2+1 flavors of asqtad improved staggered quarks. For each lattice spacing, we have many different sea quark masses as well as many different combinations of valence quark masses. For most ensembles, the strange quark mass is near its physical value, and the light sea quark masses are much smaller. If light valence quark masses and taste splittings are also taken significantly smaller than the strange quark mass, we expect that SU(2) rS χ PT would apply. Preliminary results indicate that it is indeed the case. Since the strange quark mass is close to the physical value in the ensembles used for the fits, the SU(2) LECs only suffer small changes due to variations in the strange quark mass. We can fit to lattice data using Eqs. (47) and (48) to get values of SU(2) LECs, the pion decay constant f π , and the physical light quark masŝ m, as well as the chiral condensate in the two-flavor chiral limit. Furthermore, we can do a systematic NNLO SU(2) chiral fit if continuum NNLO chiral logarithms [22] and possible analytic terms are included, and if taste-violations are relatively small. The results appear to be consistent with the results of the SU(3) analysis [29] .
However, to make the formulae complete and results more accurate, it may be important to incorporate the effects of the variations in the strange quark mass by doing appropriate adjustments on certain parameters in the two-flavor theory. In practice, for each strange quark mass, the four LECs l 3 , l 4 , p 1 and p 2 may be adjusted according to Eqs. An extension of the present work to the case of quantities involving the strange quark such as f K or m 2 K using the method of heavy kaon χ PT [4, 30] may be very useful. Work on that is in progress.
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